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1TUB ABSTRACT DSPIfiHTIONS Cb GHOUPS 09 BEGHEE BIQHT.
I INTRODUCTION.
Abstract grouo theory may be said to oegin in the work of ZhYl^Y
In 1354 he first iafined a group by leans of relations existing amon-;
its operators. In two oaoers published in the Philosoohloil Yetgazine 'ne
defined a few elementary groups b.y means of such abstract relations. In
a sequel to these oaoers which aooeared in 13-59, he defined abstractly
the five groups of order eight and the system of iineiral groups. Cn tne
otner nand, Cayley did not attempt to formulate a general abstract defi-
nition of a grouo until several years later (1378), not, in fact, until
after such.a formula .ion had been made by others . From tne number of pio-
neers in abstract group tneory tne name of SIR WILLIAM HAMILTON snouli
not be omitted; for to hin are due the first definitions of the imoortant
category of grouos known as the groups of the regular oolyheirons. These
were include! in an article published in tne Prooeeiinis of the Poyal
Irish Academy* in 1355, .just two years after Cayley 's first articles.
However, in spite of these beginnings on English soil, the first actual
attempts at an abstract definition of a grouo were found in the work of
a German mathematician some fifteen years later. XRONEOKSR3 in 1370 gave
a really abstract definition of a grouo, although he considered only the
case in which tne ooerators were commutative. DY3X in 1332, oublisnei
quite an extensive article in the Mathenat isohe Annalen in which he made
1 Pioars, 2, (1354)
, p. 123.
2 Prooeedinis of the Rvjal Irish Aoadsny, 3, (1353-7), ? . 415.
3 Kromoker, ^srks, 1, . 274.

marked advance over anything »bich bad previously appeared, he explicit-
ly defined the simole grouo of order 1.36, and a group of order Zmn de-
fined by the relations:
8 i = sf - 3 1 = si = 3 t S »8,S 4 = (StSj^ = (S 38 ? )a = 1 .
The contributions of WEBER (1882) and of F308ENIU3 (1.337) snould also be
noted in this connection.
The possible orders of groups .vhicn .cay oe generated oy operations
satisfying certain lefining relations '.vas first examined by NETTC4 in
1332. He sought the numner of oossible products of s t and s s when they
are" connected by the equation s xs ? = s ?-s . He also enunciates a theorem
in regard to the order of the group generated by three operators satisfy-
ing quite elementary conditions. Much has been done in recent years in
regard to tne groups generated by a small number of operators satisfying
simple equations of relation by PROFESSOR G, A. MILLER. In particular
nis article entitled "Tne abstract definitions of all the substitution
groups whose degree does not exceed seven" 5 forms the starting ooint for
the present oaoer.
Tne first part of this paper is devoted to the proof of a few gen-
eral theorems relative to the groups generated by two operators satisfy-
ing certain defining relations. The second oart consists of the abstract
definitions of tne substitution groups of degree eight, including appli-
cations of the tneorems of the first oart.
4 Vetto, Substituttomntheorie, (i5S2), p. 37.
5 imsri&an Journal of Mmthemat ios , vol. xxxiii. p. 353.

II. 38HERAL THEOREMS
.
In tne tneoreus which follow, the equation s /J -l imolies that j is
of exactly order n t and when relations are given connecting two operators
it is suooosei tnat no otner relations exist except those state! and such
otners as may be derivable from them.
t. The group generated by. t:oo operators satisfying the
conditions s\ = s%
,
(s t s 8 >
a
= t
, Si xs ss t = sfs?.
fne groups generated by two ooerators st and s2 satisfying the rela-
tions s*-s$, (siSg)*-!, sj** s? St= it St deoend upon the congruences of a and
3, mod 4. ?our eases -cay be distinguished according as 3=0,1,2, or 3, nod
4. In each ease ths values of a reduced by the sa;ae modulus will give sub'
cases
.
Case I. 3=0, mod 4. Ins third equation in this ease reduces to s8=
s«.+
t The group is then cyclic and the order depends upon a. The largest
possible group arises when a=5, mod 4, in which case 5 is of order 8. All
other values of a give subgroups of this cyclic group.
Case %. 8=1, ,uod 4. fhe third equation now becomes s~ x s-> s x = s? s?* So~
1
-=
a 4b'3 j> sx s9 . where k is integral. The order of 3 again ieoenis uoon a. The
second equation gives tne relations
0-2 = J&+1 . -2 = 4k+2 . , 8 ,i>t Sg - S?
, St 3? , Sg~ I.
Hence the orders of s t and s 2 divide 8. If this is exactly the order two
possibilities arise. If k is odd, Q is of order 15, and -say be generated
by the two substitutions s^adof ehgb , s?=abodef*h. In the table of ao-
stract definitions of grouos of degree 8, this is £le no. 8. If £ is even
3 is aoelian, of order 16 and type (3,1). It may be generated by tne two
substitutions s x =ahcdefih'i.U s^ahgfedcb . If st=st=l 3 is aoelian of

If
order 8 and tyoe (3,1). From smaller oossible orders of s t and 8 ? arise
the four J'rouo, the octic *rouo, anJ tne -?rouo of order 2.
Case 3. 3=2, mod 4. The tnird equation now becomes ?
;
ls 9s x =3 fs }sf*
'
If x=0, nod 4, the orier of s t reduces to 2, and 3 ? must oe identity. If
1,, mod 4, the relations follow:
3 7*8,8 1 = Sfs.-sf , 8^ ^ , (3 V3 ? ^ = (a J S 2'^= ^
5 i
— S g , S ? - I , .3 1 - '. .
The group is then the syclie group of order 6. If «52, mod 4, s$=sf=l and
si=s ? ; hence 3 is the cyclic grouo of order 4. If Sa reduces to the iden-
tical operation the conditions are satisfied and 3 is Df order 2. If a=3,
mod 4, the conditions are contradictory unless sf=s'f=l and s t=g s .
Case 4. 3=3, asod 4. Equation tares now becomes s"^*s ss ^s|s?*s^
oc=0, mod 4, the following equations result:
•IW = 8<* ' +3 , 3 T 2S^ = S4*y, 3 72=sf , 3t=3^8|, Sf
s ? s t and s ts ? have a common square. BeBee the product of one into the in-
verse of the other is transformed into its inverse by each operation.
tb ?i> x ) - b tS ?S tS ? i t - S tS j,3 1 3 I = 3
*
.
Hence sf is ooon invariant and is transformed into its inverse by s l s 2 ani
s gs v . The order of 3, and s 8 divides 16. We then nave as tne only possi-
bilities st*s«* (3 t 3 ? ) 2 =l, 8|- :9tSt*s}> which define the ootic group or
St^sf-CstSj) 2-!, which is the four-group.
If a=l, Tiod 4, tne conditions are contradictory unless s t-l and s| = l.
ir Tt^i, mod 4, tne following conditions arise:
(s tsfs t )
2
=3 vsfsfs is t=s f3 is |s i 3^=3 |s ? • 3 t s |=3 f si nee sT l s ? 3 t-sfs %'s{%
The orier of s t and s 2 then divides 16. But no groups exist for tne maxi-
3U3! values, of the orders of s t and s*. If sf=s|=l, tne conditions result:

If v is even s* ands'f are invariant in 3 and generate tne sentral.
[s ? ,sf] is abelian of order 1.6, tyoe (3,1). This subgroup is invariant
under s t . G is of order 32. Its existence is proved, since it nay be gene-
eratedbytwo operators s ^adc 'f'ehi '& ' -a 'rZ 'of 3 'Ji '^o and s 9=abodef£h m
8<Jd 'o *d '3 T'l ' . It is old 8? and 3*| are ooiDmutative, eaon is of order
4 and they generate an invariant subgroup of order S, which is abelian,
of tyoe (2,1). 3, transforms this ff a into itself -living a subgrouo of or-
der 16, which is in turn in/ariant under 3 t . 3 is then of order 32.
Its existence is established by tha substitutions 3 x =abchef$d y s ? =
abodef *h . In tne table of definitions of groups of degree 3, this group
is no. 9, of order 32.
If St^sl3!, then s\ and s| are invariant and generate the four-group
Extending this by s ? gives an abelian subgroup Hi type (2,1), which is in
variant under s t . Q is therefore of order 16,. It may be generate.! by s t =
ib3f'0d£h, Ss-abGd'efih. In tne table this grouo is no. 5 of order 15.
Degenerate eases are gi/en if a"1*81*1* tne oetie grouo, or if sf=sf=l,
tne four-grouo.
If a=3, mod 4, tne eonditions are eon trad ie tory unless s a is of or-
der 2 and 8% reduces to the identical operation.
I'ne preceding results may be collected in the following theorem:
If two overators s t and s,, satisfy the three conditions st=s*
,
(
s
t s ? )
8
=|
,
s7 l s 2 s t = s| they generate one of eleuen s.rouos, two of which
ire of order 32, one of order 18 and the others subirouos of these three.
Six are non-abelian, and fiue are abelian, three cyclic and two non-cycli-
abe I ian.

o.
2. Th3 groups i^mr-md by two ovarators satisfying the
conditions s\ ~ s*
,
(s t8 8 )* = X , s7
I
s P s l = s?s|,
then st=3*, (s t s ? ) a =l, s7 ls ? 3 l =s^3?
J
four oases are oossible, accord-
ing as 1=0,1,2, or 3, mod 4. Witb.it) each ease are eonsiderel bhe grouos
which arise when 3=0,1,2 or 3, mod 4.
Case 1. £-1, nod 4. If 3=0, nod 4, the tnird equation reduces to
equation 3
7
1
s ? s t =3 x
4k +1
. Hence 9 must be cyclic and its order can evident-
ly not exceel 4. If 3=1, mod 4, the conditions are contradictory except
for the trivial ease st=s|=l. If 3=2, mod 4, equation three becoues
S7 4s ?3l =s v3|3^ or 3 ss^s\sl's4k . Then st-'sp-s'sg'dg*, s^^^, 3 l3{?=
The group is then evidently cyclic and the order of 3 t is limited to 8.
•3 is therefore the cyclic grouo of order 8 or a subgroup. If 3=3, .rod 4,
the conditions can be satisfied if and only if s t=s|-l.
Case 2. a=2, nod 4. If 3=0, mod 4, the conditions are satisfied only
if.sf=s 2 =l. If 3=1, nod 4, tne conditions readily reduce to
.3f=.sf=(s vs P )
2=
t and the four group results. If 3=2, raod 4, tne conditions again degener-
ate to the trivial case sf=s g=l. But if 3=3, mod 4, tne three defining
relations cease to oe independent. Tne third equation may be deduced from
the second. Tne orders of s t and S s cannot exceed 3. The equations then
become
sf = sf = 1, s% = si, (3 t 3 ? ) 2 =1, and = si = (s ts ? ) 2 = l.
It is well known that tnese conditions are not in themselves sufficient
to define grouos of finite order. In the trivial ease that st~sf=l the
octio group is defined and if sf=gf-l tne four group
.
Case 3.. <x=3, mod 4. If 8=0, nod 4, equation three reduces to

?.
sT tS9Sx=s :{sik or Sl =sik+3 . Hence 3 is cyclic and its order can evidently
not exceed 3. All sucn grouos are tnen subgrouos of tne cyclic grouo of
order 3. If 3=1, mod 4, tne group is again cyclic and of order 4 or 2.
Tne cases 3=2 and 3 S3, mod 4, also give rise to these two cyclic groups
and only these.
Case 4 . x=0, nod 4. Condition tnree now becomes s 7*8 2 s 1*04*' s§=
If 3=0, mod 4, the only conditions possible are evidently s\=s ? ~l.
If 3=1, mod 4, the following equations result:
If k is odd the grouo is abelian of order 3 and tyoe (2,1). If ft is even
Si 2 =s?, •3f=sf and s7*s ?St = sf. The result is the group of order lo con-
taining a cyclic subgroup of order 8, eaen ooerator of whish is trans-
formed into its fifth power. In the table this group is no. 3 of order 13
If 3=2, mod 4, the equations again degenerate so tnat only a group of or-
der 2 results. If 3=3, mod 4, s% and s? generate either tne oetio group
or the four group.
These results may be collected in the theorem:
ff two operators s x and 3, satisfy the three conditions s\ = s%
,
( s fS?) 2 = X , Sx ts 9 s l - s\s\ , they generate one of seven groups, two of
which are the octie and containing an ooerator of order 3 which is
transformed into its fifth nower. All others are subgroups of G X9 and are
abelian. The case in which a=2 and 3=3
,
mod 4, is excepted, for when
these conditions are fulfilled s t and s s may generate a £roup of infinite
order.
3. The irouos generated by two operators satisfying the conditions
a* - Q4 Co a \ 2 - 1 o a o 2 - o 2 - 2
->l a ? , lat?ev _ '- > S j S i - i> 1 S ? .
In order to find tne largest possible ordsrs for 3t and s 9 when tney

8.
satisfy the above conditions, the following tneoren is apolisi:
If t'oo operator's hive i common squar3, t'm oroiuot of one ani the
inuerse of the other is transformed into its inverse by each operator.
s t s, and So
s
t being of order two, thsir oroiuot is transf orued
into its inverse by each ooerator. (sts|3 t ) 2 = S\8ss\s%St - st . Hence
the order of 3 t ami s ? divides 13. The possible cases than are
in which the -*rouos are abelian.
Case t. sj 6 3| e—t . s% is an invariant operator of order 4. $\,
3 i 3 ? 3 i, ^tsf generate an abelian ^rouo of order 16 and type (2,1,1)
which is invariant under g t and s 2 .
( ,2q2 v|-U ,2, ( o2 q2 \ _ „8 ^2 Q3 2 -.3 2 - ^6„2„ ,-2, .,2 _ ,4 „2 „ ^2 2
_ .,4 _ ,-2 _ _ ,2 _
_
>
—12 _22 —L22 23 i StSgSt'St - SgSt • 3t StS^ Si - 3t 3? 3i -
o~" *
. q2 q2 . q — q j2 o _ q q2 » •
- 1
.
_ „2 „ ... _ - X _ „ • - 1 _ _2 2 . _ S
2) 2 4> ?
—
> 2
—
-> ? 'J t St.*
However the abelian grasp of order 13 type (2,1,1) does not adrait such
an isomorphism as Si3 ? requires. The group does not exist.
Case 2. s?=s|=t t 3 t s|s t , sfsf, s % s9f and st are all of order 2 and
are all commutative and hence generate an abelian group of order 13, tyoe
(1,1,1,1). This is invariant under s x and s ? .
3 t 3 l 3 ? 3 t 3 t = 3?Si, St StSgSt ~ 3iS?3i, 3i SlSg-St = S?St =StS?*SlS*S
8j-*S,«'|s tSs = *|-*«t«,S7* = 3^ 2 37 2 = sfsf, S^sf siSg=SgSf 3 8 =S 2 S t * 3 t 3 ?,
Q- l q a a = q~ l c; c> 2 = ™" 1 q * 1 q 2 d 2 - q o • - 2 _2
If tnis group of order 13 be extended by s t a gro.np of order 34 results.
Tne snbgrpup contains 3 V3 2 , hence 3 64 involves s ? . The existence of such
a ?rouo is established by tne substitutions at»«edf©g4ft, s 2 =a£brc3dh.

9.
In ths table tnis is no. 2 of crdsr 64.
Case 3. st=3? = 1-. 3*3$', s l s?, and s vs fs t are all of order 2 and all
cororautati/e . They generate an aoelian grouo of order 8, type (1,1, I)
which is invariant under 8 t .
S^ffslSt 3 x sis x , 8% XSx* |8 t = S lsf3 l , 3 7*3 tS 8S , =S 28 t =S VS 9 "8 %8 §S t .
Ins order of G is therefore 32. Its existence is proved oy the substitu-
tions si=abcd' sfih, Ss^ag'bfhd. 'This group is no. 2 of order 32 in the
table
.
Case 4. sf=sf=l, (s l s,) 2 =l. The four grouo results.
Case 5. If s t s ? =s ? St one of tnree groups fcesults. s*-s*=l gives the
aoelian group of order 18 and type (3,1), s\=s%=\ the abelian group of
order 8, type (2,1) and sf=s|-t the four group.
The following theorem has tnus been proved:
If too operators satisfy ths three conditions s\ = s%
,
(s t s? ) a -
I, Stsf = sf 3 t , they will generate one of two non-abelian or one of
three abelian groups. The non-abelian frouns are of orders 64 and 32 re-
spectively and the abelian groups of orders 16, 8, I and 2.
4. The irouos generated by two operators which satisfy the condi-
tions sf=s|
,
(s v3 ? )-t, when s\ and sf are invariant.
#hen St and s ? satisfy the above conditions tne theorem quoted in
the preceding section may again oe applied to find the maximum order.
3 %s g and s ?s x are of order 2, hence their oroduet is transformed into
its inverse by eacn operator.
( a „2„ \ 2 _ _ „, 2 „ 2 „ 2 -1^ 3^3 P -L„ 2 _ ,-l„-l,2 n . „ 3 3KStSe8\) - Sf3 5 i tS?>i - SiSg SgStSt SgSt ~ ? i> i 3 ?S \ St?,
_ „2„3„ .-,3^3 _ 6„6 _ .,12
— ? tS?S t 1 t5 ? — 5 t 5 ? — » t
The order of $ t and s ? then divides 24. If tne common order of s t and s 2

1.0.
is 2, G is the four grouo. If this order is 3 or 4, G is the tetrahedrai
grouo or the aoelian ?roup of order 8 and type (2,1) respeo t ive ly . [f
3?=s|=1 the grouo generated is trie first ?rouo of order 46 in the follow-
ing Hsu of substitution groups, sfs'f, sfs? are botn of order 2 and gen-
erate tne four sjroup which is invariant under 8 Xr so tnat fs * , .3 (s f\ is
the tetrahedrai grouo.
(a*S* )* = S ?S'*S*aS s = 3 2 3 "" l3- l3 23 33 3 = S 3 3 33 33 3 = 1
Q 5 Q 2,; 2-, _ :3 ,2o _ Q 2(.2.q2,2 o4. q 2o2o2 - o&o'Z (a & . o 2 o 2 \3 _ 1S fS tS ,j t - S v:> ,b , - 3 tS ? a ? s t , S t « fa tS ? >> t - b gti Xf V3 t ** t 2 ' ~ '- •
Pnis tetraheiral grouo is extended by 3 t giving a grouo of order 24 which
is invariant under for 3? l 3 x s 9 = sfst, s'^s ts|s ? = sfs'f . Hen?.e 3 is
of order 48. It nsa.y oe generated oy tne two operators s^bd^h
,
s s
=
abo ' ef
.
If s *~si-l, it a ay oe easily verified tnat the group is tne non-
twelve grouo of order '24, and may be generated by s l=aftdo|o • e/f ; s ? =
cehdf*. If the order of ootn operators is 3 they are of course commuta-
tive and G is the abelian group of order 32 and type (3,2). .Vnen s\ 2 =s\ z =
\, G is of or^er 96, An invariant aoeiian subgroup of order 8 and type
(2,1) is generated by 3* and sf and G is tne direct or o duct of this grouo
and the tetrahedrai grouo. It may oe generated by the two suos ti tutions
Si=ab-3' ef ih' ijkl , s?=2bi'2 i*k' fjhl . Tne naxiaua grouo arises when s V-
sf4 =l. It is easily shown that tnis group is of order 132 and is the di-
rect product of the tetrahedrai grouo and tne abelian grouo of order to
and typef3,U. The following theorem results':
If too operators satisfy the conditions s*=s|, (stS? )^=1, si^sfs ssX9=
s'v
1st|s tSg 8 =t, then they generate one of ei£ht oossible groups, of orders
192, 96, 48, 32, 24, 12, 3, 4, respectively, three of which are abelian.

1.1.
6. The irouos ienoratBd by two operators satisfying the conditions
9$ = 3? , S 2X S 9 = ftt*« , (SiS,,)* = 1.
In order to find the tapper limits for the orders of s t and s 2 when
they satisfy the above relations we oroeeed as before. Since s t s ? is of
order 2, s x s$s x uust be transformed into its inverse by 3 t s ? and 3 ?3 t .
* 2 N 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 p 24
lSt3?.3t)" " 3 1 3 ?3 to ?S tS ?3 iS ?S t = 3iS P = St .
Since sf4 is invariant under the group generated; the order of s t must
divide 48. Five trivial oases arise when the orders of s t and s ? are less
than 3 and 4 resoeetively . If St=s|=l, the grouo is the four geouo, and
if st=3f =1, it is the ootie grouo. st=s ?=t generate the grouo which is
number five of the substitution grouos of order Id. If both equations are
of order 3 or if one is of order 5 and the second of order 3, they gener-
ate the cyclic grouo of order 3 or the cyclic grouo of order 3 respec-
tively
.
If 3?=Sg=l, s{ and s ? generate an abelian subgroup of order 15, tyoe
(2,2) which is invariant under si', for s71SgSt = (g ?sf)~ l . G is then of
order 32 and is tne sixth of that order in tne list of substitution
grouos* It may oe generated by tne two substitutions s 2-afrcd * @| • fh , s x-
When the common order of 3 V and s a is 12, it is readily seen that
s\ and sf satisfy the conditions for tne grouo of order 16 mentioned in
the first paragraph of this section and that 2 is tne direct product of
this grouo of order 16 and a cyclic group of order 3.
sf 4 =3| 2 =1. likewise gives rise to a grouo which is a direct product*
st and s% generate the above grouo of order 32 and 5 is tne direct or©d-
uct of tnis and the cyclic grouo of orier 3. It is of order c6. Tne only

12.
sondition remaining to be considered is it 8 =s| 4 -l. That these conditions
are contrails tory follows if we cons Liar the transform (s l 3 ? )~4S 9 s tfs t8 ?V=
s t8 fs Is ? =s 'sf . Sisl snould oe of order 2 wnile this assumption leads to
a contradiction.
U!s|) 8 = (sT'sT; 2 = (sTsT^pst) 2 = (sT" s,s t ) a = bV * t.
1/ tvo operators 8 X antf s ? satisfy conditions s* - s% ,
s'is ?s~z Sp l = (s l 3 ? )
2
- 1
,
fcftej/ generate one of three abelian iroups or
five non-abelian groups, Pfte won abelian groups are of orders 96, 4%, 32 r
25, 3, and the abelian iroups are the oyolio groups of orders 6 and 3 and
the four iroup.
6. The groups kenerited by two operators satisfying the too condi-
tions s\ = s%
,
(s lSj) 3 = (sfsj,) 2 = \.
In order to find the upper limit for the orders of s t and s 9 consid-
er tne oroiuct sfs ?-s ss?. sf.3 ? is of order 2, nence the product
sf$V«*s t is transformed into its inverse oy each operation.
(s 8 fs 9 .)
1
= (sfst) 2 = s\ 2 . s|* is invariant and hence the order
of s t and s s must divide 24. sf=sf=l generate the symmetric group of or-
der 8; sf-sf=t, give tne cyclic grouo of order 3. That generates
follows
the octahedral grouo Aif the operators s t and s x s ? are considered. s\ =
(s vs ? )
3
= (s^sf) 2 =1. fbus tney fulfill tne well known relations of the
octahedron group. The group of orier 13 which is represented as a substi-
tution group oy (abo) 3.11 (def) is lefined abstractly by the given rela-
tions when s'=s|=t.
When St=3?=l, sf and sf generate a quaternion subgroup ishieb is in-
variant under s t s ? .

(at** )"* l3fsi88 = slsls? = 8*atS**8*8f = s\s%
.
(8 t S t )"*S|3 t S, = s|s[s§S t 3, = S^S^^S, = 8 x8lS 7xS 98 x8 9
= 3 t 3 P 3 t 3 l s ? = rf.
pf, s|, s l s ?] is evidently the non-twelve ^rouo of order 24. s| is in
tnis suo^roup ani tne suo^rouo is invariant under 3 ? . Hence G is of or-
der 48.
S g ^ * S ^ 3 £ * 8 p = S ' 3 ^ 3 % — S o 3 ^ — 3 ^ 3 ^ " 3 r
? 1? t ? l t ? X 2 •
This ?rouo may be generated by s t=<*e@f£/'&/i J s 9 =aehfdb-{o . it is the fourth
grouo of order 43 in tne list which follows.
That the two oriers = - t and -s 2
.
4
= 3|4 = \ are eoitradicto-
ry is seen as followsl
s7 2 s ? sf = s~ 4 and s^s^s? = s74 = 3*, .. sf=l.
If two operators satisfy the conditions s\ = sf
,
(s,3 ) 3 = (sfsg)jjj
they generate one of three non-abelian irouos or one abelian.. The orders
of the non-abelian groups are 43, 24,. 3, and 6
t
and the abelian 3.
7. The groups generated by two operators satisfying the conditions
In orier to fini tne maximum orier of s t and 3 ? , the saae orocess is
used as in tne preceeding problems. Since s t s ? and s 2 s t are of order two
their product oust be transformed into its inverse by each ooerator.
(s l s ? -SrSi) 3 = Stsfsisisfsist = s ts|sl = s\ 2 . Tne order of s% and s?
must then liviie 24 since St a is invariant and transformed into its in-
verse
.
The conditions are satisfied if s?=sf=l, in which ease G is the
four grouo; if 8**8**1, where G is tne dihedral ^rouo of order 3*. when

G is cyclic of order 3; and when st=s?=l which gives the abelian group of
order 3 and tyoe (2,1). fne dihedral grouD of order 12 arises when 3*=
3$-l. When s®=s|=l, ^x, 8 t\ is the non-cyclic group of orier 9 and is in-
variant under Si. Hence G is of order 18. It may be generated by s t -
aodf $i'bhe , s ?=abc def ' $hi .
Wnen
.3 f = s| = 1, [si, s t s |s A is an invariant non-cyclic subgroup
of order 9. s tS ?*s isfs i's is ? = s ?s £s ? = (svsfst)" 1 . Hence fsf ,s \3p3 t ,Si3s
is of order 18. It is invariant under s t , giving 35 as the order of G.
This is the second grouo of order 33 in the list of substitution groups
and -nay be generated by the suostitutions s
x -adcfbe, §=adc.«gft m
If sf-sf-1, \s\, $ xs J gives the abelian grouo of order 3 and type
(2,1) which is invariant under s ? . 3~ l s l s| = s^s^ - (s^3 ? )~ l . § i 3 the
eighth group of orier 16 in the list of substitution groups, tfnen s£s=s£ 2 =
I,
]jp ?
,
3 f3 is an invariant abelian subgroup of order 35 with tne invari-
ants 12 and 3. G is of order 72. It is generated by s ;=a^c3 - bhaf • i-nlpo.j •
feffl, s ? =abod-efth' i.jk- Irm-ooq. . Ihen s\-sp=\ f G is the group of order 24
of order 12
which contains a cyclic subgroup A eaoh operator of which is transformed
into its fifth power by an ooerator of order 2. s7xs?St = s
v
2
sjr*=§f r.
flhen st~sVT =l, G is of order 43 and is tne direct oroduct of tne sy*B«fc-
ric group of order 5 and tne cyclic group of order 8.
If 32 4 =3| 4 =l
>
[s ?r sfj i 3 abelian of order 72, with invariants 24 and
3. It is invariant under s t . Kence G is of order 144. As generating sub-
stitutions may be taken s t=ahcbedgf • imlpoJ;kgn f s 9=abod3fih* i.jk' Imwovq .
If too operators satisfy the Gondii ions s?=sf, (StS ? )*=l, s^sfsg =
3?, they Generate one of nine non-ibelim froups, of orders 144,72,48, 36,
24,13,16,12 and 6 respect iuely , or one of four abelian groups of orders 3,
6, 4, or 3.

III. TABLE OF ABSTRACT DEFINITIONS OF THE SUBSTITUTION
3RGUPS OF DEGREE EISHf.
The substitution groups used in this table ars taken from the list
of Professor G.A.Miller (American Journal of Mathematics , vol XXI, 1.399,
p. 325). The notation there used has oeen oraetiealiy retained. Fhere are
in all 200 distinct substitution groups of iegree 3. As abstract groups,
however, tnese are not all distinct. The same abstract group may oe rep-
resented in more than one way on eignt letters. Some of the groups of
degree 3 may be abstractly the same as substitution grouos of lower de-
gree. The abstract definitions of the substitution groups whose degree
ioes not exceed seven has already been given* i'ne definitions -which are
given in tne oresent table exclude the groups which may be reoresented on
a smaller number of letters and include only tne distinct abstract grouos
of degree S. There are 82 such grouos to be defined.
Order. No. Designation. Abstract Definition
18 1 (abcdefgh) st=X.
2 2 (abcdef£h)n st^(stSs 4 )4 -Sts|=l.
•3 15 1 (abcde)(fih) sp=l.
4 15 1 (ab)(cd)(ef)(ik) (s.$.) 2=l. (i 7=1,2,3,4)
.
•5 2 (abed ) (ef) (in ) st=sf=s|=s7*s7*s is 7-=l
.
6 3 (abcd)(efih) s%=st*s* ^'JZ) * 2, '%S j»S i3 ?- L .
7 4 Wq***}<«f*&M*i»t 3 t= 3t= 3 t s ? '3t3 ?=l.
8 -5 [(abodHefi^Mim % st=s|^(sts ? ) 8=(s?s|) 2=l.
9 o l(abod)(2fih)B)iix ? st=sf=s|= is tss ) 2 = (sjrS3 )*
- 3 _i
-S t 3 2 3 t 3 g ~ i .
10 7 [ (a&cd ) (ef&ti ) J oos st?4l=Sts?Stai.~si=
—
—
' ~ (ae-bf-oi'dh) =sn s t s *s i=3r» s ? s 3 sis? =1
* 3. A. Miller; AmeriGan Journal of Mathematics, vol. XXXIII (i9ii) o 363
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XX
12
8 [ {abod ) (fifth ) J DOS
(aefbichd)
9 (abod-efi'n)^ ? ^ofoidh)
8-Q 2
-
a Q Q 3 _ i9 l -s j —a p i ts 8s 1 * •
a l~ 8 2 -o ?o LS 2o i~ '- .
13 10 (abod) (i (ef4ii) fi (arb£ohd3) (3 l3? ) 2 = l.
14 18 1 (abeXdefX**) s ?=sf>=3 fs^s ,3 t=l
.
15 24 1 (aba 'def )(afdo -eibh) 3? =3 |=3 tS |S t3 o=l .
16 30 1 (abcde ) (f )all S ^ —3 2 —S p3 ^3 9 3 ^ ~ 1 .
17 2 (abode) X n(fih) S t 5 =sf=3 gS tSoS "-I
.
13 3[ (ibod3) x c.(fih )all]iijn
19 32 1 (abod)*(ef)(ih) -> 4 _„ 2_ 2_ 2 _ f_ _ \2 £J O 3 - O
- (s 3 S s V -S 4 S iS 4S tf (s 4 3 3 )
2
= (s4S 8 ;) a=l.
20 2 (a&cd), (e/i*) st=st=(-3 iS 2 ) 2 = (s!-s| )*=t
.
21 3 [(aocd),(ef!&) s }<ii!D st=3 2 =s 2! =s 3.stsis 2=(s l 3 3 ) 2
= (s ? sr3 )
8
=l.
22 4 [ (aoed) , st=s|=3| = (st3 ? ) 2 = (s x s 3 ) 2
-o o o o3 - Q-3 o 2 o -,2-1
— b 3 i j> i 3 b r, — i l S I i 3 — - •
23 5 [ (a&c.d) fl (sf £h ),J dim st=3f =sf=(s t s ? ) 2 =Si3 2s vsf
= (s,33 ) 2 =S3S ? 33S 2 3| = 1
24 I (abod)(3fih){iQ'bf ofih) sf^si=(s t3 ? ) 2=s!slstS?=t.
2-5 ? [ (adcd)fl (efih)*\ ?> ? st-sf^s|=sf *=s fs 2s t s 2 =sIs ts 8s t
(ae-'of • oi' dh) =s 3 3 t s 3 3* = ( s 3 s ?> ) 2 = ( s 4 3 t ) 2
= (3i3 ? ) 2= (s 4 3 3 ) 2= 1.
26 8 E(aftcd),<0fife),3^ 2 (ae t9f -egdft) 3t=t|=(s,s^)*=
S Is 2S v3 o 3
2 3 gS t3 2=t.
27 9 i(abod}BUU®ty (ae&fefdft) s'f=(s l s 2 ) 2 =3ts ? =3isT 13|s t =l
.
28 10 [ (abed )„ {efih ) H ) 2
f
, (as -bf -c| *dh ) sf=si=si=s 2 3iS 2Si=s 3 s l s 3sV
=(SpS3) 2 =1.
29 33 1 [(abe)&nUef Mlljoos *h St=s.i=s|sts 2s l =s|*(s ls3 ) 2
= (3 2 Sg ) 2= 3 ^ 3 f = 1 .
30 2 (o&edef)*£fp) 3?=3| = (3 l 3 ? ) 2 =3ts|s 2 3p=l.
31 48 1 (o&cd)pos{sf)(|^) 3f=3|=(s l s 2 ) 2 =si3 5t s|3 l
32 2 (abcd)pos(ef£h) s i 2 =3 | 2 =s 3ts 29= (3 t s 2 ) 2 -l
.

1.7.
33 3 [ (abed )oos (ciA'l/2 )posJ 4
1
4
_ /_ 2_ \ 2 _ / „ _ „ 2 \ 2 _1
34 (abe -def ) (aefWboh ) S f=S «= (S S . ) 3 =3 *8 * =3 %8 f S -S = 1
35 56 \ (abodsf^h) nibGsdshf ) S 1=3 I = (s ,3 2 ) 2 =3 ,3 ?a Is 1 = 1
36 60 \ (abode ) ia (fih)all s l=s I=( 3 l s ») lo=(s .3 2) 2 =1
37 2 (ctbad8) ?n (nh) 3 p=S*=3|3 3 S f=1 .
38 3 [ (abode (fgft )allj oos 3 *3 =3* =3 1 3 , 3 _S ,7 a 11 ? 2121 - •
39 64 1 3 2=3 |=3 |=£ | (3 l3 8 )^ = (3 l3 3 )2
= (3 l S 4 )
i
=(3 3 3 4 )2 =(3?33) 2
40 2 [(abed ) 8<ff|&) B ] dim
{ae-bf 'a'i'dh )
3 f=StS|=(S ,3^)2=3 7S |s ^1=3 2
41. 3 [ (abcdVCfflftVidim
^U^ (// t/g Gift ^
3 4l =3i=3|=(3 l 3 5 ) 4 = (s i 3 3 ) 2
^
42 4 |a&ed ) 9 <6T£A) jgiii
^asc^ • 0/ • a/2 j =1.
43 5 L (a&c4) 8^fp)8P0s]din)
\i3ofGgan )
s I
-
i> 2
_
v l ^ 2 ' — Vo tOg y - L .
A A44- 1 Ci I. \C10G J&.L1 \a€[ J3.iL \%fl ) ^ 6 , 6 ,2_f_, \3__5 2 2a I ~S 2 -& 3 " li ti 5 / -S t 5j S t S 2
_ S 2 2 _ 5 3
-3 23 tS 23 1-S3S tS3S 1-S33 ?S?S ?
= t,
s t-S 2 =3 3 = (S l 3 ? ) st = Csfsf ) a
/ sr O'
= (S v s| ) 3 =S3S tSgSi=S 33 gS 3s|
= 1.-'
?
^
2
--,6_ 2_C^ „ 2 ^4_ / ^3^23 1-S5-S3- V3 1S2 I "ISIS? i
- VS tS 3 ) -3-V3? 3-v3?=l .
96 X (abed)all(e/*)(p
)
47 2 (abed)ail (@f£h
)
- 7_ 7
48 3 (abod)pos (efghf* ^12_ 12_2_3 S_ / \2
-S3StS 3Si-Sa S.2S 3 S2=l .
49 4 [ (abed )all(effgk) nQQm]dim 3?=3^=(3 l S- l ) 4 =(s l S ? ) 2
_ ^ 3 2 \ 2 _ 1
•50 5 i (abcd)all (3rg ;z)ft3.ycJdiir .-. 1 2 --. 4 - t ^ *o 2 \Z - ( ^5 „ \2Jt ~S2_ \§iS? ; - v s 1 s 2 /
— ( 2 \3 S_-i
-\.StS| ) Si-l.
51 6 [ (a&ed)all(ef|ft)all]4
7
4
^ 4 _ 4 _ 2 2\2
=(3fs ? ) 4 =t.
.. . .

52
o3
7 [(kabccilpos(ef$h)oos) 4 ,a
(ae
-bf -eg tdh )
3 [<,ab)(Gd)(8f)($h))oos
(ach - Hi )(ade-bcf)
64 120 I (abode ), (/ttEfc)all
55 126 I (abGd)*(ef£h)*(ae'bf'Gi m dh)
55 144 I (abGd)oos(efih)
7 2 (abodef) 7S (ih)
58 1.68 I (abGdef£h) n (bGed£hf) s%
59 1.50 1. (abode ) dos (f-£h)
60 192 I (abed )allvVgft),
o l 2 [ (abtfd)all(ef|/*)allj 4#
(ae 'bf'GQ- dh )
'
62 3 [(ab)(©4)(#)(p)}(ace-bdf )
(e&Q'dfh )
63 4 +[(a&)(«0<«f
;
K**Hpoa
(aee'bdfKeg' fk
54 5 +I(aft)(cd)W-]|<fift>]
(aoe*bdf) (aibh
)
do 268 \ (abed )all (e/gft )oos
66 2 E(abed)all(e/'gft)all]pos
67 3 (i'ocd)pos (sfih)pos
(ae 'bf *eg "4ft )
68 336 1 (abode/'t|/*)»si
69 360 I (abode )all(f|A)
70 2 (abode )oos (fgft )all
1.8.
=1.
s f=s is 3 =s fs 3 =s fs 3 s fs*
S y_S «8 ^ ~" \ .
3 x —8 2 =S 3 =3 pS i3 pS x =S g3 pS ^3 p
-O C» O ' ~ 1o 30 10 go 1 •
-72 2_ 5_jf \2
-3 iS ?S iS g-SaS lS 3S I" \S 3 3 ? J
=S4 S V3 4 S,
7
=(S 4 S3 )*3 tS/=1 .
S
f
=S
I
= (3 t S ? )
3
= (3 3 S I ) *=3 f 3 |g *S|
= 1.
s!=s|=s|=$s. ts 2 )«=(s ls*s ls ? ) 2
-(SiS 3 )*=S 3SgS 3S*=l.
Sf=Si^(S tS 2 )7= (s»s|)?=(s xS|)?
=s|s 3 s g s 5ts |s 4t=s Jsf's ts |a*s|=l
3 *
5
= ( 3 ? 3 I )
2
= Uf 3 { C ) = (3 IS IS % ) 3
=1.
3 ?=S J=(S t S 8 ) 2 = (3 4SJ 1 ) 4= (S!S |) 2
—3 3 — j ) —SgS 9S»S?S «S? =X
,
o6-(.6_(, q \ 4 _ Q 3 Q q3-.5_t
>t- J=»2-\>s ts 2 ; -s l s 2 s ls ?-x
.
st=s|=(s ts s )*=s*s|s ts 8
= ( 3 ! S % )
3
Si =3 3 3 1 3 2 3 ? S VS ? S
2 S |4
3 f=3#= (3 ?s| ) 2=(S IS s ) 3 = (3 xSjM 3
= (s ls|)*=(s|s 3f )*=t.
&J V.S iS.g J -vSjSiV s?si
- f 4 > 2 _ / 2 — t \ 2
- V3 iS ?3 iS j ^ -VSiS? ;
» ? 3 ts 5 5 1 S t 3 ? 3 t 3 p - .
St-3 ? -3 3 - V3i3 ? J -StSgS i3 5
= (3 |s 2 ) 2 - (3 1 3.?. ) *=(s 2 S3 ) 2=1
.
3f=3 2 =(3 l 3 ? ) S =(3 2 3 ? ) 2 (s ? 3 2 )- 2
= (3 3lS ,) 4 =l.
37=S^=(3!3,) 6=(3t3 ? ) 2
= (3 ? sVs f> S
3
l )
2
=(.
;3 2 S 1S g
2
4
~ )
4
=1
3t
2
=3l = (3?S 2 ) 3 = (3f3|)^
__o_ 7 4_-i
_
>> x i ? S l 3 ? - L .
als =s|sl*-(3fs|)^(s!s!sl)3
=3| = (S3S ? ) 2 = (3, sr)i=l.

1.9.
71 3 [(abode )all(f*/j )allj dos
^t
6
=s|s t c=s| = (3 *s « ) 2
= (3 |ses3)3=s 3s ls 3s4
=3 3s 98 9*%*X.
72 384 1 (ab)(cd)(er)(gfc)W*l>d/0 s \=s l=(s lS s ) 6=(s ?s t ) 3
> = (s ,s J
1
)
4
= (s t
2
s ? s ts 8 )M
.
73 576 i (abod)all(8/|/i)all • "'vi'-etsistsfrVisit?
74 2 [(abed )all (e^^)allj dos s !>=sf=s|=(s,s „ )«=(s*s ) 4
(ae-br-cA'dh) / 2 -\ 2\ , *v
•
' =(sfs 8 )a(s ssf)-as (s 38 l )2
-(••«. >*«l.
7b 3 [ (abed )all (ef )allj pos s f=s* = (s ts f ) 2 = (s |s s ) 4
(aebf-ei-dh ) = ( 3 ! 3 i 3 ? 3 t ) 3 =1
.
76 720 1 (abode )all(f£ft )all S * 2 =s
?
lo
= (s «sf
)
3
= (s *3 f )« = (s s :
—o 4 r. 2Q 6 I c— 1
77 2 (abedaf ) Pos{g&) st^|=s}=(s lS f ) 4 = (s tsisls*) 2
=S 3-S v3 3 S
2
=S 3 3 ?3 3S|=1
.
78 1152 1 (a&cd )all (efgft )all s
J
8
=s|=(sts ? ) 2 (s fs 2 ) 2
( 33 • bf ' * ) = ( S 3 S s )
2 (3 9S ^ ) 2= (S 3 S ^34 3^ )
= 1.
79 1344 1 (abedefgft)is*V 3 1f=s ?7=sl = (s vs 3 ) 2 = (s fsf ) 2
= (3 3v3f) 2- l 3l3ts 2 =(3 l .3 3 ) 2
= (S3S 5l ) 4 =(s3s.7i)a= (s 3s|)*=i.
80 1440 1 (abcdef)all(fA) sf=s!=(sfsi<i>4=(s|s|s 4lSg)a
=S 51 S|S 1 (S 2 S ? ) 2 3 ? .(3 2 3 ? )3 S?
=S|=S 3 S tSfsf=8 3S sS g8|=t .
ol 20160 1 (abodef£h)pQ$ *sf=sf=t (i=l,2, 7)
(s
t
S -)
2
=1 (i=l,2,...5)(.;>i + l)
82 40320 1 (abodefihUll V=l U=l,2,....8)
U £s.£^)*=l U=l,2,....7)
(s
£
3
7
.) 2 =l (i=t,2,.....6,j >t+l
* E.H. Moore, Proceedings of the London Mathematical Soo iety, vol. xxvui
(1397) op. 357-366.
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IV. EXPLANATORY NOTES.
Orler 32, no. 8. i'he abstract definition is s\=s | = (s xs ? ) 4 =
Sfs*s ts pS*s fS \$ 9=\. s*, (s iS f ) 2 and (s a s 4 ) 2 generate an abelian suDgroup
of order 8, type (1,1,1) which is invariant under s x . fhis 3 l6 , thus ob-
tained is invariant under s 2 . Hence G is of order 32. Its generating
substitutions are s x =aehf -c^db , s ? =ac*sg.
Order 48, no. 2. This group comes under one of the generalizations
of the tstrahedral grouo, i.e. the grouos generated oy two ooerators
with a common cuoe, whose product is of order twoT
Order 48, no. 3. s \sf§ |=s %= is ,s 9 ) 2 = (s %s a ) 2 = (s ts 8 ) 2 = (s 3s ?s f ) 2 =1 . s ts ? ,
s ?s t , SiS 5 and sfstsf, generate an abelian grouo of order 15 and type
(1,1,1,1) which is invariant under i.ne group. s x may oe added
,
giving 5 4R .
The grouo contains 32 ooerators of order 3 and 15 of order 2. Its gener-
ating substitutions may oe chosen s t=abo~efg, s?=abd
•
efcg
,
s s=acb m efh .
Order 56, no. I. 3?=sl=(s l .s 9 ) 2 =s v 3|st3f=l. s ?Sl
,
sfsf, tfsl generate
an abelian subgroup of order 8 and type (1,1,1) which is invariant under
St. Hence G is of order 56. s x =abcdef$, s s =abhfoS,d .
Order 60, no. I. s f =sf = (s ts 8 )
1
c
=(
s
tsf )
2
=1
.
[s ? , (s t s ? )
2
j is of order
30 in which (s l s 2 ) 2 generates an invariant subgrouo of orjer 5.
fjp- (s l s ? ) 2 s ? = (s 2 s l ) 2 =(3 l s ? )*, 3- l (s t .s 2 ) 2 3 ? =(s ?3 1 ) 2 =(s l s ? ) e . 5 is gener-
ated by 3 ^ad'bo- efi
,
s,=ao 'ce-fhi.
Order 64, no. 2. This group of order 54, which cones under the the-
orem of paragraph 2, contains as invariant suogrcups both G3? no. 9, and
5.33, no. 6. The third group of this same order is defined oy extending
the definition of 3 3? , no. 8. It likewise involves SaJ>> no. 7.
G.A.Miiier
,
Generalization of the trouus of ienus zero, Transactions
of the American Mathematical Society, vol. 3, (190-7) D . s.
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Order 54, no. 4.
st-*l« Cs »s 9 ) 2 = (s is f ) 4 (s ,8? ) 4 *1 .
9t *nd si satisfy the conditions ot Q 9e , no. 3. s t = (s f ) 2 = (s ts f ) 4 =
•"•sfSiSfslsfs'sl^sfs^s^^l. rhis 3„ is invariant for s -vs s ?=s *S
Fhe group is generated oy s x =a.ebf -G-*dh , s ?=aiGe 'bh -df .
Order 64, no.5 >/v [s ? ,(sisf)j is a subgroup of order 32. It is sim-
ply isomorphic with no. 8 above., for
S* = (.3|S*)* !B (3 3sf )* aS|.3|3*.S s .S|S*.S|.3|S*S|.S|S*=1..
fnis is invariant under s t for
sT^'sfs i*s i=s 'sis i=3*s tSg's t . the square of st is in S 32 . Hence 3 is
of order 34. Its generating substitutions may be chosen s x =afdechb^ , s 2=
afoh 'be -d£
.
Order 98, no. 4. s *=s* = (s r3"M 4 = (s t 3, )* = (s^s* ) 2 =1. . s*', s|
,
(s^s" 1 ) 2
(SfT*3 t )
s
are all operators of order 2 and are ail commutative, file aoeli
an group of order 16 and type (t, 1,1,1) generated by them is invariant
under s 2
,
making, a subgroup of order 43 which is invariant under s 2 . s x =
acb'Sf'^h, Sp-abod' 3f£h may oe chosen as generating oDerators.
Order 96, no. -5. s £ 2 =s|= (s ?sf) 2 = (s 2 s\ ) 2 = (s v s| ) 3 s f=1. . sf and s,sf
satisfy the conditions f \ z = t 2 2 = U t £ ? )*=1, t\=t% and hence generate a gro
of order 46 which is invariant under s ? . s x=abc efih f s 9 =abod*fh are
two substitutions satisfying these conditions.
Order 33, no. 5. st=sl= (s is s ) 3 = (s ? s 2 ) 4 = (sis I
)
2
=1
. The transforms of
sfsf, by s t , s a and s t s 2 , give, with sfsf, four operators of
order 2 which are all commutative
.
This abelian subgrouo of order 16 is
invariant under the group. It may oe extended by s l s 2 , ' making a suogrcup
of order 48 which is again invariant and may bs extended by s%m s x =

22.
Order 96, no. 7. 8 J«<8 tS t ft a-Ul».fJ»-Cl XB% s t and 8»S« gen-
erate ^ subgroup of order 24 for s ? = (s|s 2 ) 6 =(s 3s 2 -s
t
)*-\ an(j (s a8 a )s_
s i. 3ut the subgroup of orders is transformed into itself by no opera-
tor outside itself. <» t€ nowever contains 3 4B , no. 3, as an invariant
suogroup. s x =afoeb£ -dh , s ^-=ahd^bf -ce .
Order 96, no. 6. s f =s |s \=s is %=s \s 3s ?s ,=s vs gs |s 3s ?s |=1 . s ( and
3 i%3 i generate the quaternion group which is invariant under s 3s ?s 2 .
The subgroup of order 32, [s ? , s~ ls 9 s x , s 3s ?sf),is invariant under s t .s t =
aedbfo'ih
,
s 9 =acbd- ehfi f s^=adhbci -ef .
Order 1.66, no. 1. »t*ag*(s 4ft, ) J^sfs^s ? s 5ls|st = (s t sf ) 3 =
3 1 3 !3 vs
*
s i s ?
=1
-.
3 1, s l, s 7*s is g, generate ari abelian grouo of order 8
and type (1,1 ,1). If this is extended by s ls g , the group generated is of
order 56 and simply isomorphic with the group of order 55 defined above.
Extend this ff5a by s, and tne order of the group is 166. It may be gener-
ated by s t=ab 'cf&deh s 9=a£bfde ' oh .
Order 180, no. I. s^=s| s =3ts^ = (s?s| ) 2=(s!s?- sf
)
3
=l
. sfs? aR d 3 3
generate the icosahedral group which is invariant in Gr lfifJ . s 2 and this
icosahedral suogroup give tne entire group, s x=acebd-fih f s s =acedb *fgfi .
Order 1.92, n*.l. s !=st = (s tS 9 ) 2 = (l ttj-*)4- (s?s | ) *«*(H4* 3 8 s 3 sf s as*=
(s ts 8 ) «t. This is simply '3„ 6 no. 4 extended by an operator of order 2
which is commutative with B % and transforms s s .just as s t does.
Order 192, no. 2. s?=s%= (s ? s 2 ) 4 = (s ? s\
)
2 = (sis I ) 3 = is x s 9 ) 4 =1 . s 5 and
s ? s i generate 3 e6 , no. 6. This is invariant under s t> thus with s t gener-
ating the wnole group. s i=aebhd^ m ef, s ? =afch m b$d3 .
Order 192, no. 3. sf=s#*(*M s ) 4 = (sfs ? s 3 sf )=1 . s ?Sl
,
s ? s v3
3
, and
sT 1 -3 ? 3 t 3 l 3 t generate a group of order 54 which is simply isomorphic with
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G« 4 , no. 3-. /Vith sf, this subgroup generates tne entire group. s
t
=
ab' cf ideii, s? = ace' bfd' ih.
Order 192, no. 4. s4 = s« = ( s x s 9 ) 4 = s? s3 s x s% = ( sf sf ) 3 s|=s? s%s\ s, s\ s%s\s 9 =
I, sf, s
3
,
and sfsfs, generate an aoeiian grouo of order 8, type (1,1,1.)
wnich is invariant under s t and s ? . i'he quotient group as regards tnis
invariant subgroup is of order 24, the octahedral group. s t =a^ce« bhdf
,
H^mibfh* cd.
Order 192, no. -5. s«= ( sf sf) 2 = (
s
t s| ) 4 = ( s?s2 ) 4 = ( s x s 9 ) 3 = (
s
t sj* ) 3 = st s4 =l
sf, sfj (s l s|) 2 , (sfs ? ) 2 generate a grouo of order 32 which is invariant
under the whole group. The quotient group as regards tnis invariant sub-
grouc is the dihedral group of order 6. s x ~aifdbh3o, s9-a£4fbkoe.
Order 288, no. 1. l'nis grouo is tne direct product of the symmetric
grouo of order 24 and tne alternating group of order 12.. It is generated
by st=3Cod- eh*, s9 =abod- eft. s\ 2 = s£ 2= ( s t s? ) 6 = ( s* s2 s t s.) 2 = sf s\ s* sf
=
s\s% s?Ss=: (sg-s t )
2
s|s? = (si sf.)?=l. s3 and (
s
t s»
)
2 generate tne symmetric
grouo of order 24 which is invariant. With respect to tnis the quotient
group is tne tetrahedral group.
Order 288, no. 2. This is simply an extension of St44 , no.l, by an
operator of order 2 which transforms each generator into its inverse.
Order 238, no. 3. s?= sf = ( s t s9 ) 6 = (
s
3
s ? )* = ( sf gs )
2
( s9 sf
)
2
=l . sx and
s2 s t Sg generate a grouo of order 1.44, which is simply isomorphic with tne
first grouo of order 144 aoove. When tnis is extended by s? , the entire
group is given. s x =ab3' ef- $h, s9 =ae- bf* eg* dh.
Order 336, no.l. sf=i#* ( sf s ? ) 6 = ( s t s? ) 2 = ( s9 s\ s 9 s3 ) 2 =( s9 s4 s 9 ) 4 =1. . s\
and (sts? ) 2 satisfy the conditions for the simoie grouD of order 1.68 and
it is invariant under s9 . Since sf is in this subgrouo the order of the

24.
group is 336. s x =bfhidec , s t =achf?edb .
Order 360, no.l. si B*aS»(a$8 t )»»(*|*S ) 2=s\s Ps bx s\=l . 3 , and s? gen-
erate the icoiahedral group for they satisfy the conditions tfsf|a
( £ v £ ?) 3=t. This is invariant under S t and contains the sixtn power of s t .
Hence 3 is of order 360. s x =abod : f gft , s ? =adb<3c.
Order 360, no. 2. Tnis group is simply S lS0 defined aoove extended by
an ooerator of order 2 which transforms st=sf into its inverse and 3 3 and
sf into tnemseives. The next grouo of order 360 likewise involves 5 lfin .
The extending operator is of order 2 and transforms s t and s s into their
eleventh cowers.
Order 364, no.l. This grouo is composed of all the suostitutions on
eight letters that leave invariant aa-bd- eg- f'n
. It involves 3 Sylow suo-
groups of order 123 and 16 of order 3. It also contains &x9 s, no. 4, and
9 x , o , no. 6, invariant ly. s \ =s | = (s t s s )
8
= ( s ?3 v3 1s t )
3
= ( s ts
7
1
)
4
= (s %s s s ts 2 )
2
=1
s g St and s%s x generate 3 l95 , no. 5. 3 t=ab@' cd£»f h, s 2 =ab8f*Gd£h ,
Order 576, no.l. Tnis is simply the product of two octahedral groups
No. 2 of the same order is &l48fl no. 3 extended by an ooerator of order 2
whicn is commutative with s 2 and transforms a 1 into its inverse.
Order 576, no. 3. s f =s%= (s t s % ) 2=(s!s|
)
4
=(sfa ts ? s t ) 3 =1 . This group
involves S 144 , no.l invariantly and is generated by G XA ^[s Xf s%s xs„] and
s 3 . 3 x =abc ef - ih f s s=aebf
•
efr dh
.
Order 720, no.l. sl»=a| c=(s?sf ) 8 =(s?sS ) 2=(3 lS? ) 2 =s tl Vs| = s!sfe/ sts|=
s ls t. s ? and s 2 generate the symmetric grouo of order 1.20 which is invari-
ant under s t and s 9 . If G l?ft is extended oy s t the resulting grouo of
order 360 is likewise invariant under s ? . s l =abod- fgh f s 2 =aedGb'fh .
Order 1152, no.l. 3 l*4$%=s\s 9s\s 2 s fs ? s *s ? = (**a s ) 2 (s ? 3
1
)
2
= ( s|ss s* s f ) 2 =f

2o
I. Si and SjSiS? satisfy the defining equations given aoove for G 57n ,
no.1. This 5 S 76 is invariant under s P . 8%9Qbod'efg, 3 9-ae* bf *Ot mdh.
Order 1.344, no.l. Ibis grouD is the holomoron of tne aoelian group
of order 8 and tyoe (1,1,1). It is generated by s t*bfh$ §&G, s !? =ahodbfi
,
S3=abf' cdh .
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